INTRODUCTION
============

When an epithelial cell undergoes a symmetric division, spindles tend to orient so that they divide along the long cell axis. This process, often known as the long-axis or Hertwig's rule ([@B20]; [@B46]; [@B14]; [@B30]; [@B5]; [@B26]; [@B36]), has been suggested to play important roles in reducing the variance in cell packing and in aiding the relaxation of tissues subjected to mechanical strain ([@B14]; [@B25]; [@B5]; [@B49]; [@B2]). While this behavior has been observed in many experimental model systems, the precise cellular and tissue level cues used to orient the spindles and to direct oriented cell divisions remain poorly understood. To shed light on this process, here we use the fly notum as a model system in which to explore how spindle rotation is influenced by tissue mechanics and mitotic cell shape.

In the notum, as in many other systems ([@B17]; [@B48]; [@B21]; [@B29]; [@B22]; [@B2]), spindles are positioned by forces generated by cortically localized dynein as it binds close to the plus ends of astral microtubules (MTs) and walks toward MT minus ends. In mitotic epithelial cells, this cortical Dynein is associated with Mud/NuMA/LIN-5 ([@B2]; [@B36]; [@B16]) at the cell cortex ([@B10]; [@B22]; [@B36]; [@B23]), and drives changes in spindle orientation. Our understanding of the mechanisms that translate the activity and distribution of Mud/NuMA-associated motor complexes into the ability of mitotic spindles to read and orient themselves relative to the long cell axis, however, remains incomplete.

In a study looking at the rules that govern spindle alignment relative to the long cell axis in the developing fly notum, Mud/NuMA was found enriched at tricellular junctions (TCJs; where three or more cells come into contact) during interphase, and was seen remaining in place during entry into mitosis ([@B2]). This led the authors to propose that TCJ-associated Mud/NuMA functions as a memory of interphase cell shape that is read by the spindle in mitosis ([@B2]). In support of this idea, a model based on TCJs was able to match experimentally measured average spindle orientation to within 30° ([@B2]). While these data support TCJ-localized Mud/NuMA playing a role in directing the orientation of spindles relative to the interphase long cell axis, the fairly low accuracy of predictions based upon the distribution of TCJs suggests that the process is noisy and/or responsive to other inputs. Moreover, in other tissues and other model epithelia, Mud/NuMA does not appear to preferentially localize to TCJs ([@B37]; [@B9]; [@B16]; [@B18]; [@B33]; [@B12]; [@B19]; [@B41]; [@B42]). This implies roles for additional factors. Previous work has suggested roles for cell shape and physical force ([@B44], [@B45], [@B43]). Specifically, anisotropic mechanical tension applied to the cell has been shown to be sufficient to guide mitotic spindle orientation in isolated cells in culture ([@B13]) and in epithelial tissues subjected to an applied tension axis ([@B25]; [@B5]; [@B33]; [@B41]; [@B42]). In addition, spindles have been shown to rapidly reorient in response to changes in mitotic cell shape ([@B34]; [@B29]).

More work, however, is required to determine how external physical force and cell shape combine to influence spindle movements and oriented divisions. While in vitro systems allowing application of stretch to an epithelium have yielded key insights into the mechanisms of division orientation, stretching a tissue leads to simultaneous changes in epithelial cell shape, TCJ polarity, and the dominant tension axis, making it hard to determine the relative contribution of these different cues to spindle orientation ([@B49]; [@B18]; [@B33]; [@B12]; [@B41]). Also, in some of these instances, spindles appear to follow the change in cell shape that is induced via force rather than the tension axis itself ([@B49]). Here, to better separate these variables, we have used the developing fly notum as a model system in which to compare the behavior of spindles in cells of similar shape in regions of this monolayer epithelium that experience different levels of tension. In this way, we identify a role for isotropic myosin-dependent tissue tension in promoting the effective rotation of spindles toward the long cell axis.

RESULTS
=======

Local crowding reduces the ability of cells to rotate to the long axis
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Regional differences in resting tissue tension across the fly notum ([@B27]) make it an ideal system in which to study how tissue mechanics influence cell behaviors. In the crowded midline of the notum (ML), many cells have a well-defined long cell axis at 15 h after pupariation (AP; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A), while experiencing little isotropic tension ([@B27]). By contrast, cells outside of the notum midline (OML) experience relatively high levels of isotropic tension ([@B27]; [@B8]). Within the space of a few hours (by ∼19 h AP), the majority of cells both inside and outside the midline then undergo a single round of division. By comparing spindle behavior in dividing elongated cells (which we define as having an aspect ratio \>1.2) in these two mechanically distinct regions of the tissue, it is therefore possible to assess how isotropic tissue tension influences spindle rotations and division orientation.

![(A) *Drosophila* notum at 15 h and 19 h after pupariation (AP). Cell outlines are labeled with Dlg::YFP (cyan). Midline region is indicated with yellow dashed lines. (B) Example WT cell outside the midline (OML) and in the midline (ML) during mitosis. Centrosomes are labeled with centrosomin-RFP (magenta) and cell membranes are labeled with Spider-GFP (cyan). Yellow dots indicate tricellular junctions (TCJs). Cell long axis correlates with TCJ polarity, and spindles (marked by centrosomes) can be seen rotating toward the long cell axis during mitosis in the WT OML example but not in the WT ML example. (C) Spindle orientation at NEB (median = 53.0°, IQR = 25.5°--71.7°) and anaphase (median = 32.6°, IQR = 16.4°--57.5°) for WT cells outside the midline. Orientation at anaphase is better than that at NEB (*p* = 0.004, *n* = 91, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test). (D) Change in spindle orientation from NEB to anaphase for WT cells outside the midline. The overall change in spindle orientation is −12.1 ± 3.8° (*p* = 0.002, *n* = 91, two-sided *t* test against 0), indicating that spindles have reduced their orientation to the long axis. (E) Spindle orientation over time, normalized from NEB to anaphase for WT spindles outside the midline that are initially oriented \<45° (left, purple) or \>45° (right, pink) to the long axis. Lines indicate median and shaded region indicates interquartile range. (F) Spindle orientations at NEB (median = 67.5°, IQR = 58.6°--79.3°) and anaphase (median = 28.6°, IQR = 17.6°--45.5°) for WT OML spindles with an orientation of \>45° at NEB plotted as cumulative frequency plot (CFP). Orientation at anaphase is much better than that at NEB (*p* = 5.1 × 10^−13^, *n* = 51, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test). (G) Spindle orientation at NEB (median = 35.9°, IQR = 17.3°--65.9°) and anaphase (median = 34.3°, IQR = 12.5°--62.2°) for WT cells in the midline. Orientation at anaphase is similar that at NEB (*p* = 0.1, *n* = 72, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test). (H) Change in spindle orientation from NEB to anaphase for WT cells in the midline. The overall change in spindle orientation is −5.3 ± 4.0° (*p* = 0.2, *n* = 72, two-sided *t* test against 0), indicating that spindles have not changed their orientation. (I) Spindle orientation over time, normalized from NEB to anaphase for WT spindles in the midline that are initially oriented \<45° (left, purple) or \>45° (right, pink) to the long axis. Lines indicate median and shaded region indicates interquartile range. (I) Spindle orientation at NEB against spindle orientation at anaphase for Mud-IR OML cells. Distribution of orientations on the graph were used to define regions where there was no significant change in orientation (blue), where spindles oriented toward the long axis (green), and where spindles oriented away from the long axis (red). (J) Spindle orientations at NEB (median = 74.0°, IQR = 53.7°--80.8°) and anaphase (median = 37.8°, IQR = 13.1°--71.8°) for WT ML spindles with an orientation of \>45° at NEB plotted as CFP. Orientation at anaphase is lower than that at NEB (*p* = 8.9 × 10^−5^, *n* = 31, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test). Compare *p* value to that in F. (K) Spindle orientation at NEB against spindle orientation at anaphase for Mud-IR OML cells. Blue region contains 90% of Mud-IR data; green regions indicate spindles that have changed orientation toward the long axis; red regions indicate spindles that have changed orientation away from the long axis. (L) Spindle orientation at NEB against spindle orientation at anaphase for WT OML cells. Colored regions indicate regions as defined in K. (M) Spindle orientation at NEB against spindle orientation at anaphase for WT ML cells. Colored regions indicate regions as defined in K. (N) Proportions of WT OML and ML spindles that fall into categories as defined in K.](mbc-31-1370-g001){#F1}

To do so, we followed spindle dynamics and cell shape using Spider-GFP, which labels both the plasma membrane and the nuclear envelope (before loss of the nuclear-cytoplasmic compartment barrier), together with tubulin-mCherry to label spindle microtubules or centrosomin-RFP to label centrosomes ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Using these markers, spindle poles were seen aligning with the plane of the tissue (to within 1.5 µm of one another, often within a single confocal z section) at the very onset of mitosis (measured by the influx of fluorescent signal in to the nuclear region; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Spindles then remained in plane throughout mitosis ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B), despite undergoing significant rotations in the plane of the tissu ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B and Supplemental Figure S1L). In parallel, cells in the epithelium were seen rounding up as they entered mitosis ([@B40]), as they do in many other animal cell systems ([@B38]). Because the process of mitotic rounding was incomplete in the more elongated cells in the tissue, these cells retained their long cell axis while in mitosis (Supplemental Figure S1, A--C), enabling us to determine how spindles align relative to mitotic cell shape.

In characterizing spindle movements in these two mechanically distinct regions of the same tissue, we were able to make a number of observations. First, while spindles in cells both inside and outside the midline were born with a random orientation (Supplemental Figure S1E; *p* = 0.54 for ML and *p* = 0.43 for OML), by anaphase, the majority had undergone rotational movements that brought them into closer alignment with the long cell axis ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, C and G; anaphase). Interestingly, however, this ability of spindles to reorient so as to become aligned with the long cell axis proved better in cells outside of the midline than it was within the very elongated cells of the midline (compare [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, C and D and [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, G and H). Thus, while there was a significant overall improvement in the orientation of spindles relative to the long cell axis between nuclear envelope breakdown (NEB) and anaphase in cells outside of the midline ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D), spindles in cells of the midline failed to undergo a significant large-scale realignment ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}H). Because most models of spindle orientation predict that the cues for long-axis orientation are more accurate as cell shape becomes more anisotropic ([@B43]; [@B29]; [@B7]; [@B2]), we found this result suprising. In support of this finding, though, we found no statistically significant correlation between spindle orientation and cell elongation either within or outside of the midline in this tissue (Supplemental Figure S1, C and D).

To better observe the large-scale individual rotational movements that underlie the observed changes in spindle alignment seen at the population level, we also separated the data based upon initial spindle orientation into those oriented to within \<45° of the long axis or \>45° from the long axis at NEB, reasoning that spindles born furthest from the long axis would need to undergo the largest net movements to come into alignment with the long cell axis at anaphase. Indeed, this proved to be the case. Spindle behavior was found to depend on initial orientation ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, E and I). Thus, while the subset of spindles born to within \<45° of the long cell axis tended to remain relatively closely aligned with the long axis for cells both outside and within the midline ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, E and I, left panel), spindles born at an angle of \>45° relative to the long cell axis underwent larger net rotations during the course of mitosis that were sufficient to bring them into alignment with the long cell axis ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, E and I, right panel). Again this analysis revealed striking regional differences in spindle behavior: the final angular distribution of the population of spindles borne at an angle \>45° to the long cell axis was broader in cells within the midline ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}I, right panel, pink shaded area) than it was for cells outside of the midline ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E, right panel, pink shaded area). Furthermore, this was not due to local differences in the ability of spindles to rotate (Supplemental Figure S1M). Instead, it reflected regional differences in the ability of spindles to rotate persistently in a directional matter so that by anaphase they end up relatively well-aligned with the long cell axis (compare [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, F and J).

Spindle movement is dependent on Mud/NuMA
-----------------------------------------

Mud/NuMA is a key conserved regulator of spindle orientation ([@B36]), and has been previously shown to be involved in the notum in spindle rotation and orientation to the TCJ axis, which coincides with the long cell axis in elongated cells ([@B2]). To determine whether Mud/NuMA was required for the dynamic spindle orientation observed in our experiments, we used RNA interference (IR) to silence its expression (Supplemental Figure S1, F and M--P). When quantifying spindle rotational motion under these conditions, we excluded cells with z-positioning defects and focused instead on Mud-IR spindles that had aligned with the plane of the tissue. At mitotic entry, these spindles had an orientation that was random, as it was in the control (Supplemental Figure S1F, NEB curve; *p* = 0.44, compared with random). But in contrast to the control, Mud-IR spindles did not undergo a significant change in orientation during the course of mitosis (Supplemental Figure S1, F and N--P). In fact, in contrast to all other conditions tested, spindles in Mud-IR cells appeared unable to undergo any significant rotational movements (Supplemental Figure S1M). These data enabled us to define a threshold above which spindle motion could be assumed to be directed by the Mud/NuMA-dependent machinery previously implicated in spindle positioning in this and other systems (i.e., spindles with a net rotation or change in orientation \>90% of that in Mud-IR tissues; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, K--N, red and green regions). Using this as a cutoff, we again observed a larger proportion of spindles undergoing Mud/NuMA-dependent rotations toward the long axis in cells outside the midline compared with spindles within the midline region ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, L--N, green area). Taken together, these data indicate that spindle movement in the notum differs between mechanically distinct regions of the tissue, and is a dynamic and directed process that requires Mud/NuMA.

Tissue tension and myosin activity influence spindle orientation
----------------------------------------------------------------

As previous work has shown that isotropic tension in the notum midline is lower than it is outside of the midline, these data suggested a potential role for regional differences in tissue mechanics in directed spindle rotation. To explore this idea further, we tested how the expression of a phospho-dead version of myosin light chain (Spaghetti squash, Sqh), SqhAA, would influence spindle rotation ([@B47]; [@B8]). For this analysis we focused on cells outside of the midline, where tension is normally relatively high and used laser ablation to show that this treatment is sufficient to reduce tissue tension as assessed by junctional recoil (Supplemental Figure S2A). As an alternative strategy, we also used RNAi to silence the expression of Rho kinase (ROK), an activator for Sqh ([@B1]; [@B31]), to reduce tension in the notum ([@B8]). Importantly, for this analysis, neither treatment visibly altered the extent of mitotic rounding and did not perturb the ability of spindles to position themselves within the plane of the tissue. Furthermore, the orientation of spindles at NEB was not affected by expression of SqhAA or ROK-IR (Supplemental Figure S2C). However, both treatments compromised the ability of spindles to dynamically orient to the long cell axis, with ROK-IR expression having a stronger effect ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, A and B). In fact, the loss of tissue tension induced by these treatments caused spindles in cells outside of the midline to behave like spindles in the wild-type (WT) midline (compare [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}I to [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, C and E, and proportions in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}I). This is consistent with our hypothesis that regional-specific differences in tissue tension result in differences in local spindle behavior. Once again, these changes could not be attributed to a loss in the ability of spindles to move or to undergo rotational movements (Supplemental Figure S2B). Instead, SqhAA and ROK-IR expression impaired the ability of spindles born far from the long axis (\>45°) to reorient toward the long axis (compare [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, C and E, right panel, pink shaded area, and [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, D and F, *p* values, to [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, D and F). Note that the effect of these perturbations was even more evident when we categorized spindles based on their ability to reorient relative to the Mud-IR ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}J and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, E--G), as indicated by a decrease in the proportion of spindles that changed their orientation toward the long cell axis at anaphase ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, G--I).

![A: Spindle orientation at NEB and anaphase for SqhAA and ROK-IR cells outside the midline. SqhAA, NEB: median = 47.9°, IQR = 27.4°--69.2°; SqhAA, anaphase: median = 34.3°, IQR = 16.2°--57.3°. ROK-IR, NEB: median = 40.6°, IQR = 20.4°--67.3°; ROK-IR, anaphase: median = 35.0°, IQR = 16.5°--55.4°. Orientation at anaphase is better than that at NEB for SqhAA OML cells (*p* = 0.007, *n* = 109, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test), but orientation at anaphase is similar to that at NEB for ROK-IR OML cells (*p* = 0.3, *n* = 74, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test). (B) Change in spindle orientation from NEB to anaphase for SqhAA and ROK-IR cells outside the midline. The overall change in spindle orientation is −9.1 ± 3.0° for SqhAA OML cells (*p* = 0.004, *n* = 109, two-sided *t* test against 0) and −6.0 ± 3.7° for ROK-IR OML cells (*p* = 0.1, *n* = 74, two-sided *t* test against 0). (C) Spindle orientation over time, normalized from NEB to anaphase for SqhAA spindles outside the midline that are initially oriented \<45° (left, purple) or \>45° (right, pink) to the long axis. Lines indicate median and shaded region indicates interquartile range. (D) Spindle orientations at NEB (median = 69.2°, IQR = 57.1°--78.1°) and anaphase (median = 34.9°, IQR = 21.0°--57.0°) for SqhAA OML spindles with an orientation of \>45° at NEB plotted as CFP. Orientation at anaphase is better than that at NEB (*p* = 3.2 × 10^−10^, *n* = 56, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test). Compare *p* value to that in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}F. (E) Spindle orientation over time, normalized from NEB to anaphase for ROK-IR spindles outside the midline that are initially oriented \<45° (left, purple) or \>45° (right, pink) to the long axis. Lines indicate median and shaded region indicates interquartile range. (F) Spindle orientations at NEB (median = 68.4°, IQR = 52.2°--78.2°) and anaphase (median = 37.2°, IQR = 16.6°--58.0°) for ROK-IR OML spindles with an orientation of \>45° at NEB plotted as CFP. Orientation at anaphase is better than that at NEB (*p* = 1.5 × 10^−6^, *n* = 36, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test). Compare *p* value to that in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}F. (G) Spindle orientation at NEB against spindle orientation at anaphase for SqhAA OML cells. Colored regions indicate regions as defined in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}K. (H) Spindle orientation at NEB against spindle orientation at anaphase for ROK-IR OML cells. Colored regions indicate regions as defined in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}K. (I) Proportions of WT, SqhAA, and ROK-IR OML spindles that fall into categories defined in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}K.](mbc-31-1370-g002){#F2}

Together, these data suggest that tissue tension enhances the ability of spindles to undergo the directed rotation needed to bring them into alignment with the long cell axis. If this hypothesis is correct, it should be possible to rescue the defects in spindle alignment in the tissue midline using genetic perturbations that increase tissue tension by expressing a phosphomimetic version of Sqh, SqhEE (Supplemental Figure S2A). As with the other perturbations, SqhEE expression did not alter the initial orientation of spindles relative to the long cell axis (*p* = 0.6 compared with random), and they were similar to those seen in the WT (Supplemental Figure S3B). However, SqhEE expression led to a dramatic and significant improvement in overall spindle orientation during the course of mitosis relative to the WT control ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A), something that was evident for cells both inside and outside of the midline (Supplemental Figure S3, D and E). This was accompanied by a significant increase in the ability of individual spindles to rotate toward the long axis ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B), and was reflected by an increase in the proportion of spindles that reoriented toward the long axis ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, C and D, green bars), together with a decrease in the proportion of spindles that reoriented away from the long axis ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, C and D, red bars). Again, these changes were not due to changes in the overall ability of spindles to rotate (Supplemental Figure S3, A and B). Instead, spindles in SqhEE-expressing tissues that were born misoriented relative to the long axis underwent rotational movements that were more directed than those observed in the WT, bringing them into good alignment with the long cell axis by anaphase ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}E). Taken together, these data support our hypothesis that the relatively poor ability of spindles within cells of the WT midline to reorient during mitosis is a result of the low regional tissue tension due to crowding ([@B27]), something that can be restored by changing myosin-dependent tissue tension.

![A: Spindle orientation at NEB (median = 42.6°, IQR = 21.2°--65.3°) and anaphase (median = 18.2°, IQR = 9.0°--35.0°) for SqhEE ML cells. Orientation at anaphase is better than that at NEB (*p* = 0.0002, *n* = 60, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test). (B) Change in spindle orientation from NEB to anaphase for SqhEE ML cells. The overall change in spindle orientation is −19.3 ± 3.6° (*p* = 4 × 10^−6^, *n* = 60, two-sided *t* test against 0), indicating that spindles have rotated toward the long axis. (C) Spindle orientation at NEB against spindle orientation at anaphase for SqhEE ML cells. Colored regions indicate regions as defined in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}K. (D) Proportions of WT and SqhEE ML spindles that fall into categories as defined in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}K. (E) Spindle orientation over time, normalized from NEB to anaphase for SqhEE ML spindles that are initially oriented \<45° (left, purple) or \>45° (right, pink) to the long axis. Lines indicate median and shaded region indicates interquartile range. (F) Images of apical plane of tissue expressing SqhEE before and after laser ablation isolation. Ablated region is visible as a dark ring. Overlay shows the amount of recoil in cell junctions at the site of ablation, without affecting the cell shape of the mitotic cell (center). (G) Montage of spindle plane of tissue expressing SqhEE with or without laser ablation isolation. Cell membranes and centrosomes are shown in gray. Spindle rotation to the long axis is visible in control cells, but spindle rotation in isolated cells while present is not toward the long axis. (H) Spindle orientation at NEB and anaphase for control and ablation isolated SqhEE cells. SqhEE control, start: median = 41.3°, IQR = 17.8°-- 59.7°; SqhEE control, anaphase: median = 25.5°, IQR = 12.1°--45.0°. SqhEE isolated, start: median = 28.2°, IQR = 10.7°--51.1°; SqhEE isolated, anaphase: median = 33.8°, IQR = 13.7°--51.4°. Orientation at anaphase is better than that at NEB for control cells (*p* = 0.009, *n* = 54, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test), but orientation at anaphase is similar to that at NEB for isolated cells (*p* = 0.8, *n* = 52, one-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnoff test). (I) Change in spindle orientation from NEB to anaphase for control and ablation isolated SqhEE cells. The overall change in spindle orientation is −9.3 ± 3.6° for control cells (*p* = 0.02, *n* = 54, two-sided *t* test against 0) and 2.2 ± 3.6° for isolated cells (*p* = 0.6, *n* = 52, two-sided *t* test against 0).](mbc-31-1370-g003){#F3}

As a further test of the role of tissue mechanics in this system, we wanted to determine how a sudden loss of local isotropic tissue tension would influence spindle orientation. To do so, we used laser ablation to mechanically isolate individual dividing cells from the rest of the tissue by cutting surrounding adherens junctions, to avoid neighboring junctions and potential damage to the dividing cells being analyzed ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, F and G). We used SqhEE-expressing nota for this analysis, where spindle movements toward the long cell axis are more directed and consistent. As a control, we imaged SqhEE-expressing mitotic cells in areas away from the sites of ablation and in nota where we did not perform laser ablation.

Because cells about to enter mitosis were identified manually before setting up the ablation, we were unable to capture entry into mitosis in these experiments. We were, however, able to follow spindle rotational movements relative to the long cell axis in these cells as they progressed through mitosis. In the period imaged, both control and mechanically isolated cells underwent similar rotational movements (Supplemental Figure S3D). However, while spindles in control SqhEE cells underwent a significant net change in orientation in the period from the start of observation until anaphase ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, H and I), spindles in cells that had been mechanically isolated from the surrounding tissue by laser ablation did not ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, H and I). Despite the small number of cells, spindles that underwent significant rotational movements were clearly observed reorienting toward the long axis by anaphase in control tissues, while such correctional movements were reduced in cells that had been mechanically isolated from their neighbors by laser ablation ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}I).

These data show that spindles change the way they rotate depending on the mechanical environment in which cells find themselves in, as was previously shown for isolated cells in culture ([@B34]; [@B13]). In addition, while myosin perturbations are likely to affect the mitotic cortex, the effects of mechanically isolating a mitotic cell support a role for myosin-dependent isotropic tissue tension at the level of adherens junctions in supporting effective spindle rotation toward the long cell axis.

DISCUSSION
==========

The role of tissue tension in spindle orientation remains a topic of intense investigation. While some studies have suggested that the ability of tissue-scale forces to influence spindle orientation are an indirect consequence of the impact of tension on cell shape ([@B25]; [@B5]; [@B49]; [@B33]), others have pointed to more direct roles for axial tension itself ([@B45]; [@B13]; [@B24]; [@B16]; [@B12]; [@B41]). However, to our knowledge, a role for isotropic tension in this process has never been examined. Here, by comparing spindle orientation in elongated cells within different mechanical environments, we have unambiguously identified a role for isotropic tissue tension in the dynamic rotation of spindles to the long axis in an epithelium, as expected if spindles within an epithelium continually read and respond to their mechanical environment, as has been previously described for cells in culture ([@B34]; [@B11]; [@B13]; [@B29]).

More specifically, our analysis reveals that the ability of spindles to undergo a net rotation that brings them into alignment with the long cell axis is less efficient in cells of the crowded midline than it is for cells outside of the midline, even though cells within the midline tend to be the most elongated. Consistent with this being due to regional differences in tissue tension, a reduction in tissue tension (due either to an overall reduction in myosin II activity or the sudden mechanical isolation of mitotic cells) reduced the efficiency of spindle rotation toward the long cell axis. More surprisingly still, in the converse experiment, a perturbation that increased myosin activity in the tissue midline improved the ability of spindles to rotate to align with the long cell axis.

Our analysis supports a growing body of work suggesting that mechanical tension influences spindle orientation ([@B13]; [@B16]; [@B18]; [@B12]; [@B41]). While previous studies explored a role for anisotropic tension in "overriding" cell shape cues in spindle orientation, our study finds that isotropic tissue tension is important for spindles to correctly read cell shape as a cue.

How might isotropic tissue tension promote persistent spindle rotation to the long axis? In single cells in culture, the mitotic cortex is polarized as the cell rounds up against the tension exerted by retraction fibers on the mitotic body ([@B43]; [@B13]; [@B24]; [@B35]; [@B28]), and changes in cortical stiffness during mitotic rounding also affect spindle movements ([@B6]). Because the overall cortical tension increases when cells round up in a tensile environment ([@B35]), this then provides astral microtubules with a stable physical platform upon which to pull and exert torque on the spindle ([@B39]), leading to effective spindle rotation toward the long axis. In a tissue, TCJs subjected to isotropic tension may act in a similar way to retraction fibers in a cultured cell on a rigid substrate, exerting tension on the mitotic cell. At the same time, the mitotic cortex provides a physical substrate upon which cortically anchored dynein motors can pull on microtubules to reorient the spindle. Conversely, in crowded tissues, the reduced levels of resting isotropic tissue tension compromises directed spindle rotation. Notably, similar mechanisms could be used to bias spindle orientation in cases where there was a clear axis of tension in the tissue. However, further work will be necessary to confirm this hypothesis.

Strikingly, as we show here, the capacity for directed spindle orientation does not appear to be optimized in the WT notum, because the hyperactivation of myosin can improve the efficiency of spindle rotation to the long axis. This was especially evident in the crowded fly midline, where tissue tension is normally low, even though these cells are among the most elongated in the notum. Thus, although previous studies suggested that the ability of spindles to orient along the long cell axis is important to orient divisions for optimized cell packing ([@B15]; [@B2]) this process contributes little to tissue order in the midline of the notum, where mis-orientated spindles frequently fail to efficiently align along the long cell axis, leading to misoriented divisions. Oriented division is therefore unlikely to play a role in the refinement of cell packing in this tissue. Instead, cell division in the midline generates additional heterogeneities in packing that must be resolved via neighbor exchange ([@B8]) and live cell delamination ([@B27]). In contrast, in regions of the tissue that experience higher levels of resting tension, oriented divisions may help restore homogeneous cell packing and maintain epithelial topology, where neighbor exchange events ([@B8]) and live cell delamination are less frequent ([@B27]). These data suggest that the developing notum has alternative and mutually exclusive mechanisms by which to resolve packing heterogeneities, and that the level of tension in a tissue modifies the ways in which cell packing is refined.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Live imaging
------------

*Drosophila* pupae were selected at the white prepupal stage, 0 h AP, and imaged at 14.5 h AP for 2--3 h at room temperature. Developmental time was halved when incubated at 29°C, and doubled when incubated at 18°C. Pupae for live imaging were attached to a glass slide ventral side down with double-sided tape between spacers made with small glass coverslips. The pupal case was removed from the dorsal side of the animal and a glass coverslip coated with mineral oil on one side was placed over the spacers, just touching the dorsal tissue of the pupa. The entire setup was placed under the microscope for live imaging ([@B50]; [@B51]).

Imaging was done on Leica SPE and SP5 confocal microscopes with a 63× lens (NA) or 60× lens (NA), respectively.

Fly stocks used
---------------

### Background and visualising of cell outline and mitotic structures

  Stock                               Source
  ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  w^1118^                             BL 3605
  w^1118^; pnr-GAL4                   BL 3039
  Spider-GFP                          Flytrap insertion (BL 59025)
  w^1118^;; Spider-GFP, pnr-GAL4      Recombined strain of BL 3039 and BL 59025 provided by N. Rodriguez (Francis Crick Institute)
  Discs large (Dlg)-YFP               Cambridge Protein Trap Insertion (DGRC 115375)
  w^1118^; ubi-RFP-Cnn                J. Raff (Dunn School of Pathology, University of Oxford)
  actin-GAL4, UAS-mCherry-α-Tubulin   Recombined from BL4414 and BL25774 by N. Rodriguez
  w\*; UAS-mCherry-α-Tubulin          BL 25774

### RNAi-mediated silencing.

Interfering RNA transcripts targeting expression of proteins were expressed using the GAL4/ UAS system ([@B3]). GAL4 expression was under the control of the *pannier* gene (Pnr-GAL4) ([@B4]), restricting GAL4 binding of UAS response elements and subsequent expression of constructs to the central region of the notum. Pupae in RNAi experiments were incubated at 25°C or 29°C from 9--14.5 h AP or 0--14.5 h AP to ensure efficient expression of GAL4. Where lethality was seen under these conditions, pupae were incubated at 18°C from 0--14.5 h AP to reduce the activity of GAL4.

The following fly stocks were used in RNAi-mediated silencing:

  Stock                           Source
  ------------------------------- -------------------
  Mushroom body defective (Mud)   BL 35044 ([@B32])
  Rho Kinase (ROK)                VDRC KK104675

### Protein coding constructs.

Constructs were expressed using the GAL4/ UAS system ([@B3]). GAL4 expression was under the control of the *pannier* gene (Pnr-GAL4; [@B4]), restricting GAL4 binding of UAS response elements and subsequent expression of constructs to the central region of the notum. All pupae were incubated at 25°C or 29°C from 9--14.5 h AP or 0--14.5 h AP to ensure efficient expression of GAL4.

  Stock                   Source
  ----------------------- --------
  UAS-Sqh^AA^/ TM6B, Tb   [@B47]
  UAS-Sqh^EE^/ TM6B, Tb   [@B47]

Mechanical isolation by laser ablaton
-------------------------------------

w^1118^; ubi-E-cadherin-GFP; Pnr-Gal4 flies were crossed to UAS-sqh^AA^, UAS-sqh^EE^, or w^1118^ flies to generate pupae for laser ablation in Supplemental Figure S4, A and B. Ablations were performed with 730-nm multiphoton excitation from a Chameleon-XR Ti-sapphire laser on a Zeiss Axioskop2/LSM510 (AIM; Zeiss). A ∼20-µm linear cut, parallel to the tissue midline, was made at the apical surface, using E-cadherin-GFP as a reference. During ablation and initial recoil, a single Z-slice was acquired every 2 s; postrecoil, a Z-stack was acquired every 30 s for an additional 10 min. At least three E-Cad positive fiduciary markers marked by E-cadherin-GFP, proximal to each cut site were tracked postablation and averaged to generate the net displacement and speed during initial recoil.

w^1118^; ubi-RFP-Cnn; Spider-GFP, Pnr-Gal4/ UAS-Sqh^EE^ pupae were prepared for live imaging. Cells about to undergo mitosis were visually identified by the presence of centrosomes around the nucleus. The region to be ablated was manually marked at the apical surface, and ablated. Ablation was carried out after the first frame, and imaging continued until anaphase was observed. Z-stack images were acquired in Airyscan mode, every 15 s.

Image analysis
--------------

### Quantification of cell shape.

The medial plane was identified as the plane where the majority of the spindle was located, which was usually the plane with both spindle poles visible. The cell outline in the medial plane was manually marked out in FIJI (<http://fiji.sc/Fiji>). The centroid of the outline was taken as the cell center, while the major length and minor length of the fit ellipse to the outline were taken as the length and width of the cell. The angle of the major length of the fit ellipse was taken as the orientation of the long axis of the cell.

### Quantification of spindle movements.

Spindle movement was tracked by drawing a line between the visible spindle poles from NEB through to anaphase. Spindle angle, centroid, and length were recorded. Spindles were not considered for analysis if apparent spindle poles were more than 1.5 μm apart. Spindle measurements were taken with tubulin-mCherry marking the spindle or centrosomin-RFP marking the spindle poles. Calculations of spindle angles were similar for measurements done with tubulin or centrosomin as a marker, and so the results were pooled.

### Identification of mitotic events.

Mitotic time was taken as the time from NEB until anaphase onset. NEB was identified as the first time frame when nuclear exclusion of background fluorescent signal disappeared. Anaphase onset was identified in cells expressing tubulin-mCherry as the first time frame when tubulin accumulation toward the spindle poles was observed, ∼ 3min before furrow ingression begins. In movies using only centrosomin-RFP as a marker, anaphase onset was taken as the time frame 3 min before furrow ingression begins. Late metaphase was defined as 1 min before anaphase onset.

Statistical analysis and data visualisation
-------------------------------------------

A two-sample Mann-Whitney U test was performed to test for differences between roughly normally distributed data. ANOVA was used to test for differences between more than two samples. A two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed to compare distributions of clearly nonnormally distributed data (i.e., spindle orientations). One-sided tests were used when one population was expected to be lower than the other (i.e., anaphase spindle orientation compared with NEB spindle orientation). Random uniform distributions were generated in R. To test for random distributions, spindle orientations were compared with 100 generated randomly uniform distributions using a two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and the average *p* value is reported in the text.

Graphpad Prism and R were used to generate graphs representing the data. Line plots representing median over time, with error bars representing interquartile range (IQR) were generated in Prism. Individual line plots representing spindle orientation over time were generated in R. Dot plots were generated in R, with median and IQR overlaid on the data. All data was plotted, unless stated otherwise in the text.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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AP

:   after pupariation

CFP

:   cumulative frequency plot

GFP

:   green fluorescent protein

IR

:   interfering RNA

ML

:   midline

MTs

:   microtubules

NEB

:   nuclear envelope breakdown

OML

:   outside midline

RFP

:   red fluorescent protein

TCJs

:   tricellular junctions

WT

:   wild-type
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